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Disclaimer 
The goal of this product is to provide context and descriptive applications for landmine training. 
Additionally, a bank of exercise variations is included with detailed overview on how to coach, 
apply and modify. This product is not intended to be used as a medical resource or for 
rehabilitative means. Please apply these applications and exercises with good judgement and in a 
safe and appropriate manner. These contents are exclusive to Danny Foley and Rude Rock 
Strength. Should there be any concerns or questions with regard to copyright and ownership 
please contact Danny Foley directly.    

Dedication 
This product was inspired by our beloved Rocky, who recently passed at 13 years due to 
splenic/blood cancer. We were absolutely devastated by this and will miss him dearly. Along 
with being an instrumental part of our family, Rocky was incapable of passing up a belly rub, 
and notorious for his awful singing voice and his strikingly handsome smile. He was the best big 
brother, and absolutely adored by Rudy. Forever & ever buddy.  



The only way we know how to truly cope with something is to do something that matters. The 
pain we are still feeling from this is immeasurable. But we know that this is an unfortunate 
reality to life, and when it comes to pets, it just never feels fair or that we have enough time with 
them. Nevertheless, we wanted to try and turn this into somewhat of a positive and do what we 
can to help any other families who are affected by canine cancer. And with that, 100% of profits 
from this product will be donated to FETCH a Cure through 7/4/21. Thereafter, 25% of every 
sale will continue to go to the same organization annually. Our goal will be to sell 100 copies (or 
$1000) by 7/4. We will also match whatever is raised. Please help us make this happen. 

On behalf of the Rude Rock team, we sincerely thank you for your purchase, and commitment to 
helping us make an impact. We hope you find this product valuable and informative. 

“Overcome and more will always be revealed.”

https://fetchacure.org/


Opening 
 
I’ve never been shy about my utilization of the landmine set-up. Without a doubt I believe the 
landmine is the most underutilized and overlooked piece of equipment for strength and 
performance training. As we continue to evolve as a profession, we’re beginning to see (at least 
somewhat) of a collective conscious among strength & performance coaches distancing 
ourselves from treating athletes like powerlifters. Nevertheless, loading outside of conventional 
cardinal planes can be difficult to achieve, but we cannot allow it to be undervalued. We must 
recognize that almost all sports/endeavors are performed across a wide spectrum of planes, 
vectors, and velocities. As I see it, the conventional load applications and cardinal planes are an 
absolute necessity for developing foundational strength. And no matter who the athlete is or what 
their abilities are, I’ll never completely detach from these quintessential foundations. However, I 
do find myself emphasizing the non-linear patterns more and more. And perhaps the premier 
advantage to the landmine is it provides the ability to not only move, but load, these blended 
planes of motion. 
 
My infatuation with the landmine generally stems from three primary reasons: 

1.) Every movement demands triplanar movement/stability 
2.) The free moving base generally allows for athletes to find their optimal path of motion 
3.) The wide-reaching versatility and variability to this set up 

 
I know we’ve been riding this wave of bastardizing anything outside of a back squat and 
conventional DB RDL, but I just don’t buy it. In my opinion, this is a reductionist mindset to 
overzealously preach about “sticking to basics”. And personally, I think we need to be more 
comfortable detaching ourselves from the powerlifter and body builder model. Nevertheless, 
between a combination of working with athletes who are severely limited by injuries and having 
to populate a high number of training hours, I was led to utilizing a ton of landmine work. Sure, 
some of what I’ve done and shared over the years has been simple intuition and experimentation, 
but the majority of what I share, to include what’s found in this eBook are items that I am 
routinely programming for my athletes. Healthy or not, young or elite athletes, the versatility to 
the landmine makes it a valuable resource for just about anyone.  
 
In this eBook, I would like to share 10 Landmine variations I frequently use with my athletes, 
along with detailed coaching descriptions and points of emphasis. Additionally, I’ve included a 
couple brief articles discussing some of the major points identified above in more detail. I 
strongly encourage you to take anything that’s provided in this resource and sample it for 
yourself and with your athletes. My goal is to hopefully share valuable material and resources for 
you to improve your work with your athletes. If there are any questions, comments, or concerns 
regarding the material provided, or, if you would like to talk shop on anything, please feel free to 
email me directly- info@ruderockstrength.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:info@ruderockstrength.com


Article 1- Biofeedback 
 
Biofeedback drills or applications are those that provide a higher degree of external input for the 
athlete to utilize as a means for regulating and correcting movement. I believe there is a lot to 
benefit from use of biofeedback methods for any athlete or individual, however, I feel this is 
especially necessary for those who are coming off of injury. There are several situations where 
an athlete can get better input from simply performing a movement with a new or particular 
stimulus than we can provide as a coach. There’s no shame or dishonor in that, in fact, 
recognizing where you can allow things to develop without your overbearing direction is a 
critical step to being a better coach. But that’s a conversation for another time. 
 
The landmine does not have a fixed base, which promotes movement in a multitude of 
directions, at all times. But in addition, the pitch or angle of the bar relative to the position of the 
athlete is highly favorable for allowing the athlete to leverage their weight against the bar. Again, 
this is another example as to why I see so much value in this setup. Taking those two together 
and what we get is a scenario where the athlete is on high alert (mechanically and mentally) 
while leveraging their body against the load. This coupling is a fantastic setup to promote 
biofeedback for the athlete- how their rotator cuff feels in a pressing action, how stable their hip 
feels performing a split squat, general feel bending to the left vs. right. These constant “micro 
movements” of the barbell will highlight the little details to micro movements of the body (i.e., 
arthrokinematics).  
 
Look, none of this is to say landmine work is inherently the better option over conventional 
barbell/dumbbell work. Nor am I saying that biofeedback doesn’t occur with foundational 
movements like the squat or clean. What I am suggesting though, is that for most comparable 
movements, I’m going to get a bit more from the landmine work on all qualities except pure 
force or external load. And for me, that’s a tradeoff that is commonly in my favor. 
 
Increasing an athlete’s exposure to biofeedback methods can pay dividends in a variety of ways. 
First and foremost, these applications will increase general kinesthesia, proprioceptive alertness, 
and the responsiveness of the fascia system. Our fascial tissue has more neural and 
proprioceptive bodies than any other biological tissue (specifically, 6x the amount found in 
skeletal muscle). Our fascial system benefits greatly from low-moderate resistance, multivariant 
speed, and multiplanar movement… and what better way to check those boxes than with 
landmine work? I believe an underappreciated benefit to this type of movement (not even just 
landmine specific) is that it drives fluid (blood, hyaluronic acid, lymph, interstitial) to muscles 
and joints that aren’t commonly or frequently stressed. I believe this has indirect benefits to 
global ROM, strength tolerance, and just general feel and pliability. Remember, the body 
responds to signals… no signals, no change. No change, no adaptation.  
 
Positional or spatial awareness is another key item I point to with the landmine. What I mean by 
positional awareness is, for example, understanding how a change in trunk flexion affects the 
rotator cuff stability on a pressing action. In other words, when an athlete is trying to “find the 
sweet spot”, we can easily manipulate their body angle, arm position, and how much forward 
lean they have to optimize their press action. Comparatively, if we look at a barbell push press 
there isn’t much room for tweaking the athlete’s position or the path of the barbell. Our only real 



variable of significance is how much weight we have on the bar. Positional awareness is key and 
what I’ve found through working with the landmine is that there is a lot more room for 
modification and tuning. Having the broader spectrum of movement promotes an opportunity to 
load the athlete without drawback or having to unload the bar, and, importantly, without 
imposing greater injury risk.  

With spatial awareness we’re looking at the athlete’s ability to demonstrate stability and control 
following a particular or series of movements. Spatial awareness is a critically overlooked aspect 
to sport and human performance. Yes, the vast majority of directly challenging spatial awareness 
will come through sport practice and drills. However, we shouldn’t underestimate the value we 
can provide during strength training as well, especially for athletes returning from injury. 
Something I’ve taken a particular interest in is specifically challenging the athlete in planes of 
motion that are not commonly experienced in sport. What I believe this does is simply provide 
them with more accessible strategies for either solving movement complexes and ability to 
withstand unanticipated forces. I feel like one of the best traits a high-level athlete can possess is 
a robust ability to tolerate variability, which is also quintessential for injury resiliency.  

Challenging an athlete goes well beyond 
stressing the muscles, bones, and 
conditioning. Once the foundational layers 
have been established and developed, the 
primary focus should shift more towards 
improving kinetic sequencing, increasing 
robustness & durability, and 
cognitive/motor control demands. These 
traits are essential for task adaptation or 
skill acquisition. As I see it, this type of 
work is what elucidates and refines all the 
years of general strength and speed that 
has been developed. Because of the free 
moving base and rep-to-rep variability, 
the athlete is required to be more dialed 
into their movements. The athletes focus 
and inclination for biofeedback are 
directly linked. Or in simpler terms- the 
more focused you’re required to be, the 
more potent the stimulus will feel.  



Article 2- Programming Your Landmine Work 

Invariably, the number one comment or question I get from other coaches regarding landmine 
training is “how do I fit this into my programming?”. Fortunately for me, I don’t have the 
challenge of limited or restricted time with my athletes. In fact, where most coaches have the 
problem of trying to fit so many things into such a small time window (3-5 hours/wk.), I have the 
challenge of trying to find ways to populate hours of training (8-10 hours/wk.). But that aside, I 
do believe the landmine does have its purpose for most athletes and can be implemented without 
having to compromise primary or foundational lifts. For recreational gym goers, young athletes, 
injured/adaptive athletes, and tactical population, I believe the landmine should be a mainstay in 
programming. For most higher-level athletes, the landmine work is probably best reserved in 
three primary ways: 

1.) Primary block for athletes (in season), injured athletes 
2.) Secondary block for athletes (off-season) 
3.) Tertiary block for all; multivariant applications 

With my higher-level athletes, Hex bar deadlift, barbell split squat, cleans and push press will 
typically populate my primary (1A) lifts. However, with this group I will use landmine variations 
frequently in the accessory and tertiary blocks. My primary reason for use with this population is 
to challenge non-linear planes of movement under higher load and speed. I also like to think 
specifically with this group as well that the landmine gives me a better opportunity to expose 
some weak links in the chain, for instance an athlete with poor rotator cuff strength/external 
rotation stability. Another common “leak” I see with my population is significant asymmetrical 
rotational deficit. Quite often these are things that I wouldn’t be able to see on something like a 
bench press or back squat. Additionally, with highly trained athletes I personally believe there is 
a very low return on investment (ROI) for common selections like dumbbell incline press, RDL, 
or bent row. Once foundational strength is developed, which occurs early in the training career, I 
just don’t see value for rudimentary work like that. The only caveat there being athletes who are 
concentrated on muscular hypertrophy. But in most cases, I see more value in taking those same 
patterns (i.e., hinge, squat, lunge, press, pull) but performing them in a much wider variety of 
ways. Having to control transverse forces (or torque) is a major component to sport, and we can 
get a lot more out of our training window by increasing the movement bandwidth- or, ability to 
tolerate variability.  

Primary Block Secondary Block Tertiary Block 
1.) Punch Press 1.) Kickstand Row 1.) SA Floor Press 
2.) Sport Squat 2.) Zercher Split Squat 2.) ½ Kneel OH Press 
3.) SA Jerk 3.) Kickstand RDL 3.) SL Skater Squat 
4.) Switch Clean 4.) Crossover Row 4.) SA OH Squat 

5.) SL Inverse Hinge 5.) Messier Lunge 
6.) Hack Squat 6.) Long Lever Row 

*Sample of where I would typically program movements based on priority.

https://youtu.be/iFCH_ucySBg
https://youtu.be/-kyM5Lhwqpw
https://youtu.be/BO7n5xjRKxw
https://youtu.be/7-18za-8LGE
https://youtu.be/LRBacW-xfmM
https://youtu.be/aLwv18XY9eo
https://youtu.be/DpWcVigXepA
https://youtu.be/W5uBxA5gCEA
https://youtu.be/H6P7rT0tv64
https://youtu.be/t6AX5Dkniac
https://youtu.be/LiLaCCITdA8
https://youtu.be/PD7EPph_gng
https://youtu.be/3dNYyBRXvW8
https://youtu.be/RVLHtyAh6e4
https://youtu.be/1kCQYbyP22o
https://youtu.be/xTs-696MvT4


Another benefit I believe the landmine offers is a unique opportunity for speed and power work 
by allowing the athlete to maneuver their body in a multitude of ways across a much wider 
spectrum of vectors. I believe with the landmine we can train very specific ranges of motion and 
do so promoting unique paths to get there. With the landmine, the athlete is much less 
constrained with how they can achieve selective movement patterns. A secondary observation 
I’ve notices over the years working with injured athletes is that they tend to execute movements 
(especially speed/power) with more confidence using the landmine. Because they can slightly 
modify or even bypass certain ranges of motion or specific planes, they can move without 
hesitation of incurring pain. This is a critical factor for me, as speed and power applications are 
rather selective.  

Sample Landmine Power Variations 
1.) Hang Throw 4.) SA Reverse Throw 
2.) Rebound Split Jerk 5.) Lateral Bound 
3.) SA Drop Throw 6.) Snatch to OH Squat 

I’ve already touched on this a bit, but I want to speak back to the injured population a little more, 
because I genuinely feel this should be a centerpiece for athletes coming off injury. The 
landmine setup offers a highly advantageous lever system for the athlete, even when comparing 
to similar patterns done with a barbell (I.e., landmine press vs. push press). Because of this, I see 
the landmine as abridging an athlete from conventional physical therapy items and light 
dumbbell work and returning to full team training. For all intents and purposes, this can be 
considered a reintroduction to barbell work for the athlete, and we should be mindful of the 
hesitation or even intimidation that can come for an athlete returning from injury. But again, 
broadly speaking, all of the points outlined above apply here as well, these just happen to be 
more imperative for athletes returning to play.  

https://youtu.be/ajg-hL7GvGU
https://youtu.be/2Vndhu5j-jQ
https://youtu.be/FMluuPSjEgg
https://youtu.be/EWc2V7Oogys
https://youtu.be/BWJXGqpOTY0
https://youtu.be/fxTU0Z_0VSY


A final programming consideration is utilizing the landmine for supplemental core training. My 
stance on the core has been well documented, but to put it bluntly, I just don’t understand how 
S&C can feel the core is not something to be directly & deliberately trained. And for those who 
suggest they “get all the core work they need” from heavy primary lifts (I.e., deadlift, squat, 
clean), I would simply ask you about rotational and anti-rotational movement under load. I will 
die on this hill, but the core is a non-negotiable component to training for sport performance. It is 
the critical component to effective/efficient force transfer and production. There are several core 
muscles are reflexive (i.e., multifidi, transverse abdominis), meaning they contract prior to 
conscious muscle contraction occurs. Our ability to reactively respond to external stimulus is 
critical for sport success. This means the best way to train core muscles is by performing global 
movements, under load, with rep-to-rep deviations and across a spectrum of planes.  

In addition to the importance of the core, I’ve 
also spoke at length about the fascial slings, 
which span the torso in diagonal, continuous 
fashion. The key to training the fascial slings is 
by challenging contralateral (or crossbody) 
movements, under load and at varying speeds. 
Once again, a match made in heaven for the 
landmine set-up. These movements can be 
programmed in several places. For college and 
high school athletes, these are probably going 
to be difficult to squeeze in on a regular basis. 
So, I would say this particular group is best 
reserved for low-intensity in-season options. 

For higher level athletes (pro, special forces) I would say these are items that can be frequently 
sampled in the accessory blocks throughout the training year. Additionally, these can make for 
good warm-up options. And for the general population/recreational crowd or injured athletes, 
these can be utilized as good challenging movements that can be sampled periodically.  

Landmine Core-Based Movements 

Anti-Rotation 
Birddog 

Crossover Hinge-to-
Punch Tempo Push-Up Press w/ 

Perturbations 

Reverse Lunge-to-
Chop SL Reverse Throw SA Windmill SL Switch 

Vertical Chop Curtsi-to-Punch Kneel-to-Stand Hollow Body Press 

Figure 1- Illustration of the slings from Anatomy Trains (T. 
Myers) 

https://youtu.be/uwUBpl2GZQk
https://youtu.be/uwUBpl2GZQk
https://youtu.be/94inLP79iNg
https://youtu.be/94inLP79iNg
https://youtu.be/tT5xLsHMyJk
https://youtu.be/p6uxqwFLhYU
https://youtu.be/p6uxqwFLhYU
https://youtu.be/oANqbWKXpD8
https://youtu.be/oANqbWKXpD8
https://youtu.be/qpZTSfYFvVM
https://youtu.be/glN8Ca9rcI4
https://youtu.be/OmPi4NxIzoY
https://youtu.be/-7YcItrwz8k
https://youtu.be/791Up33PBB4
https://youtu.be/9vE-Ejs4UCc
https://youtu.be/At6_cDCRR24
https://www.ruderockstrength.com/post/programming-your-core-work
https://www.ruderockstrength.com/post/emphasizing-the-fascial-system-in-training


10 (More) Landmine Variations 

And now for the centerpiece of this product, 10 landmine variations I’ve found significant value 
with. It should be understood that these are not exhibited for show or “wow” factor, these are 
variations I’m actually using on a regular basis. Additionally, each video has a thorough 
overview for how to coach, perform and progress-regress. I hope you’re able to get something 
out of these, please feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions.  
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https://youtu.be/1kMtThXGh50
https://youtu.be/q67bJOb6ZIQ


JD 

https://youtu.be/WLs0b0_B_h0
https://youtu.be/r8Z_u6eVppo


https://youtu.be/XlKvQYOsgz4
https://youtu.be/guPlyGBq3MQ


https://youtu.be/f2jBS0AqsN8
https://youtu.be/Y1VMiOFIXS0


https://youtu.be/seZcH6PFIwk
https://youtu.be/laO40cEh-b4



